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                        In 2025, AAMU is Celebrating 150 Years
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                      Help Light the Way for Future Generations of Greatness

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

        

        

        

        

        
      
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  We're kicking off our Re-Imagine campaign: a celebration of AAMU's upcoming 150-year anniversary. On this Hill, we're stepping into our power to share a revitalized school identity - one that honors our legacy and points to endless possibilities ahead. Let's reimagine what's possible when we invest in the next generation of thinkers and leaders.

                  
                
              

            

          

        

      
      
        
                
                  
                on this hill,We give back
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                        When we say service is sovereignty we mean it

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                        
                      
                    

                  
                

              

            

            
              
                
                  My commitment to giving back is fueled out of a pure love for the University, a huge amount of gratitude for how attending A&M helped change my life and the responsibility of helping others achieve greater success.”

                  Karla Baker'95
                
              

              
                
                  
                    
                      
                    
                    
                      
                    
                  
                

              

            

          

        

      
      
        
                
                  
                on this hill,We are committed to access & opportunity
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                       &91% of students receive financial aid
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                  As a student who attended AAMU on a Basic Economic Opportunity Grant (BEOG), much was given to me thus, I am required to give back so that others may cross the bridge I have already navigated.”

                  Troy Massey'70
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                      &we graduate the most minority stem students in the state 

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                        
                      
                    

                  
                

              

            

          

        

      
      
        
                
                  
                on this hill,Bulldogs make a difference
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                        &We champion equity across dozens of industries

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                        
                      
                    

                  
                

              

              
                
                  We are truly one Hill and one family.”

                  Karla Baker'95
                
              

            

            
              
                
                  
                      
                        
                      
                       
                      
                        
                          &we innovate to protect our community
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              & with your help, we can Re-Imagine what's possible

              With your support, we're expanding access and opportunity for the entire AAMU community.
explore giving opportunities
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                  Featured Cause

                  Help Send our Band to New York for the Macy's Day Parade
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              carry the torch

            
            
              beyond normal

            
            
              At Homecoming, we're seeking 150 loyal AAMU supporters to carry the torch and light the way for future generations of Bulldogs. Give now to become a part of that journey as we prepare for the lighting of the eternal flame at Homecoming 2025. 

            
            carry the torch
          
        

      

      
        
          
            
              & Let 'Em Know

              With our 150th anniversary around the corner, there's no better time to celebrate your Bulldog spirit. Support AAMU by sharing our story far and wide.
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              On this Hill, we give back.

              & When We Say Service is Sovereignty, We Mean It

            

            
              
                
                  
                    On this Hill, we give back.

                    & When We Say Service is Sovereignty, We Mean It
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友情链接：澳门金沙
  澳门赌场
  第一足球网
  万博体育平台
  365体育投注
  第一足球网
